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THE AMERICAN SCENE
William Styron, a white man, wrote the book The Confes­
sions of Nat Turner in which he, Styron, attempts to put his 
white mind in the black skin of the nineteenth - century slave 
who revolts and kills. Styron writes a book which is a best sell­
er, which only means that people buy it. On the one hand 
Styron is successful, the other not. He succeeds in doing what 
no black writer has attempted—writing a novel about Nat 
Turner. Successful he is not in that he cannot represent Nat 
the way a black writer would. Any artist works with much 
submerged background emotion and materials of experience, 
and his art shows this. It is precisely because of this back­
ground influence that Styron, instead of becoming a black Nat 
Turner, becomes a caricature of a caricature of a Sir Laurence 
Olivier playing an Othello—the player far from the one played.
In his book, Styron, as Dr. Vincent Harding aptly stated, omits the essential experi­
ences of a real and black Nat Turner. Styron only superficially recounts the religious 
heritage of this educated slave who must have had much to do with the black church to 
have heard voices urging him to kill white folks in the name of God. Rather than enumer­
ate what the author omitted, it is revealing what he emphasizes. We look at Styron and 
see that his view of black manhood is distorted and perverted and is only a projection of 
the white man’s fondest desires and darkest fears. The image Styron gives us of Nat is 
one of the black man drooling after white women, of one who gets baptized because of 
guilt over homosexual engagement, of one who longs to rape and kill the whites. We see 
in vivid fiction the mind of white men who are possessed by this hate—love vision of 
black men. This brings us to the issues of this editorial.
The above images of Styron’s black man are the images that white men must have of 
black men whenever they see Rap Brown or Stokely or Dick Gregory and every Afro- 
napped head of black men or more simply any black man. These images obsess Klansmen, 
George Wallaces, Lester Maddoxes, Congressmen, and National Guardsmen who showed 
the measure of that obsession when in Newark they fired 3800 bullets into a dwelling, 
killing a black grandmother and several young children. Was she a threat to white man­
hood or just didn’t count? The fact that Leroi Jones was speedily and viciously sent to 
prison by an almost raving racist judge is aconsequenceof the Styronesque images of the 
black man. Anytime a black artist or black man asserts himself for black people he is 
labelled “un-American” or “crazy” or “dangerous and nihilistic”. This does not hap­
pen for racist Senators Stennis, Eastland and many others who do not simply advocate 
and stand for white power but white supremacy and black subservience. What is their 
position called? It’s called representing their voters; that is, in other words, white power.
The President of these seldom United States is busily concerned about giving 'free­
dom and democracy to the Vietnamese, by napaiming, bombing, and stomping them to 
death. This is the American way, just as the Congress and President plans to answer 
blacks in the Ghettoes with “RIOT—CONTROL” instead of food, open housing in 
Mississippi and Ohio, and racist control so that blacks don’t have to fear for their lives 
every minute. The cat is now out of the bag, and he is not what he pretends to be. The 
U.S. supports a corrupt and despotic government in South Vietnam and many in Latin 
America. It is no accident that the Viet Cong are winning the war: the people of that 
country don’t want forced and militaristic takeover of their land by so-called lovers of 
fieedom who oppress blacks and Mexican Americans and poor whites with a viciousness 
and indifference which approach national sadism, which is the first step to internal col­
lapse. The blacks, just as Jean Genet in The Blacks shows, are waking up to the American 
lie, and soon not only the blacks but the poor whites and Indians and Mexican—Ameri­
cans, too, will see the lie. So-called “riot - control” and Gestapo technology are only 
legalized excuses to murder blacks and any others who oppose the Racist control in 
America while many still believe it is a democracy. It wasn’t democratic in the begin­
ning and surely isn’t now. The Vietnam war proves how undemocratic America is and 
shatters the illusion of benevolent intent. One can’t win the minds of yellow people with 
napalm dropped by white people who draft black people who were birthed by black 
women who are killed in Detroit and Newark and who are guilty of poverty and blackness. 
The people of the world see the fires of world domination that the U.S. beams to them 
in Southeast Asis.
White students as well as blacks who have lived 18 to 20 years are now asked to go to 
give Vietnamese freedom when here in America they cannot in most states legally buy 
liquor, and Internal contradictions are ripping the bowels of America and showing what’s 
inside the ones who murder our young and teach them to murder the young of another 
country. We students are beginning to remove the wool of slogans and patriotic brain-
(Con’d. on Page 8)
Visiting Professor
Robert T. Smith, III.
“Speak to me when you see me and let 
me get to know you personally because I 
want to feel like a part of the Morehouse 
family.” These were the words spoken by Dr. 
Shelton L. Beatty, to the freshmen during 
one of their chapel exercises. Dr. Beatty, a 
visiting professor of English at Morehouse 
College and Atlanta University is teaching 
the English, American and Continental Novel. 
Because of his great interest in humans he 
will play an instrumental role in the voca­
tional counseling of students.
With the cooperation of Mr. William Nix 
and Mr. Samuel Tucker, he will make avail­
able the Strong Vocational Interest Inven­
tory, that will help a man crystalize himself 
to find his interest and make intelligent voca­
tional plans for the future. The test when 
sincerely taken will show one’s likes, dislikes, 
and interests and then compare them to 
successful people who have had the same in­
terests, likes, and dislikes for vocational guid­
ance. For the test to be effective one must 
answer the questions truthfully because as 
Dr. Beatty puts it, “What’sthe sense of tak­
ing a test to find out what you’re not?”
The Strong test, usually given after seven­
teen or eighteen years of age, is more accu­
rate than the Couter Preference Test, comi­
cally known as the punch-board peril that is 
usually administered in highschool. Not only 
does it cover more fields of interest and em­
ployment but it takes under consideration 
the changes college freshmen may have en­
countered their first months of college.
Born in Tennessee, Dr. Shelton Beatty re­
ceived his B.A. from the University of Ten­
nessee, graduating with Phi Kappa Phi honors 
and majors in English and Psychology - Edu­
cation. He received his M.A. from Cornell 
University in Comparitive Study of Litera­
ture and his Ph.D. from Sanford University 
in Higher Education.
(Con’d, on Page 8)
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AS I SEE IT
by Carthur L. M. Drake
If the present 
Administration is 
consistent, Clark 
Clifford, the new 
Secretary of De­
fense, will receive 
pressures from the 
“war eagles” to 
issue a draft call 
next summer for 
more of our na- 
nation’s helpless 
youth. The fact 
that an increased 
number of older 
youths will be eli­
gible this summer, due to the culmination of 
deferments for many graduate students, 
doesn’t matter.
The Johnson Administration has issued a 
Selective Service Law which would allow de­
ferments to only those graduate students who 
are studying medicine, dentistry, and the­
ology. But why not preserve a few of this 
country’s youth? We’ll need them if the war 
continues. While the medical student may 
marvel at the fact that he is exempt under 
the new law, he may shun the fact that after 
his training he is subject to a special “doctor 
draft” that takes a very high percentage of 
doctors for two years of service. While this 
may sound unfair to some, it may evoke sup­
port from others, for someone has to go to 
Vietnam and repair the blown-off limbs and 
suture the wounded. Perhaps no one cares; 
this has been the situation for some time 
now.
DELUSION DEFEATS PURPOSE
Perhaps Lyndon Johnson should stop pre­
senting such an optimistic view of the War. 
Perhaps this is where he fails to gain the sup­
port of the citizens. People tend to view their 
problems with more resolution and thus unite 
for a common purpose when they are made 
aware of the actual situation. What is needed 
is a lucid picture of the real situation in Viet­
nam and at home. This has yet to be mani­
fested under the present Administration. If 
poeple are constantly told “We are winning 
in Vietnam” and read in the paper the next 
day that “a 200 - man communist force kill­
ed 48 U.S. troops and wounded 28 in an am­
bush along a key highway nine miles North of 
Saigon,” they become pessimistic. People be­
gin to wonder why planes are continuously 
landing in South Vietnam unloading fresh
(Con’d, in next column)
WHERE IS STOKELY?
by Benjamin Wright
“I hear Stokely Carmichael is speaking at Sale Hall.”
“Sale Hall? I heard Merrill.”
“Like how many niggers do you think they can pack in Danforth Chapel?”
The Black Power Conference, which convened at Newark, was to have been a black family 
gathering. Unfortunately, the fact that many of the Negroes invited worked for white enter­
prises made it difficult to keep the doors of 24 Rector Street closed to outsiders.
On the other hand, when you quietly put a few announcements about Stokely Carmichael 
at Clark, Spelman ....
“There are quite a'few people we can’t get in here. We’re moving to the gym.”
Tuesday, February 28, 1968, Stokely Carmichael spoke before a capacity audience of black 
kin (and others) at Archer Hall Gymnasium, Morehouse College. He came to talk about black 
people and their struggle for survival in America. What follows is a summary of his talk.
Every country infiltrated by the white man has been exploited by him. In Africa he stole 
metals, gold, and even went so far as to “steal our hearts”. What makes the white man think he 
has a right to rule? We must see ourselves as Africans, not as Negroes. We must talk about Afri­
can history. Negro history starts with slavery, but “no one can have dignity and pride for him­
self if he was conceived in slavery.” Africans were warriors, but the white man tricked us. 
Black people are the warriors of the United States. “We have been dying for him (the white 
man), not for ourselves.”
Black survival must be recognized whether you are bourgeosie, militants, college students 
or Mississippi delta Negroes. Every Negro is a potential black man. We cannot alienate potent­
ial allies. Black people need an undying love for each other. We often exploit our brothers be­
cause of the system in which we live.
The black community is a question of color, not of geography. We are a part of the 900 
million Africans all over the world. “We have been scattered by the white man as he saw fit, 
not as we saw fit.” The white man must realize that blood is thicker than water. The only rea­
son there are “African” students on our campuses is “because the Mayflower missed them”.
The black fight in America is not a fight for economics, but a fight against the white man. 
The black fight is a fight for humanity. There must be love for ourselves above money. It is 
used to divide us.
The poverty program splits communities and families. It splits communities because they 
argue over funds. Families are split because black youth do relatively easy work and receive 
high wages: they become the breadwinners.
Black men must realize the vote means nothing. Despite the fact that we went to the polls 
and elected Julian Bond and Adam Clayton Powell, it did not get them into office. As for the 
1968 election, it should be avoided. The power of the black man comes through the barrel of 
a gun.
Black people have no pride and dignity in themselves. They need to know who they are: 
being black is the most beautiful thing in the world.
Blacks must strive as a race to survive. This is owed to the slaves, our brothers, who make it 
through the Reconstruction and the Depression; the black man will survive; a few Negroes will 
make it — there will be no “honkies”.
Carmichael climaxed his speech by reading a recently written letter by H. Rapp Brown; the 
letter concluded: “We shall conquer, without a doubt.”
troops, when they are told at home that we 
are winning in Vietnam. Contradiction is 
what leads to dubious minds. Doubtful minds 
lead to opposition. One cannot target sup­
port for ramifications of a nebulous situation.
People will seek an alternative administra­
tion that will provide true pictures of their 
country’s problems both at home and abroad. 
They will also seek an alternative administra­
tion that can provide alternative solutions. 
Repercussions of these delusions will be man­
ifested in November. Clear confrontations, 
new solutions, and new applications are need­
ed if the “Great Society” is to survive. As 
much as I would like to carry an LBJ pla­
card in November, I view that reality, under 
present conditions,as a dim possibility.
A DAY WITH VISTA
by Walter K. Dancy
Recently I made my first trip to Washing­
ton, D.C. It was a business trip, at least I saw 
it that way. Volunteers In Service to America, 
which would be beautiful and authentic if 
our national government took it seriously, is 
in trouble. The conference in Washington was 
one attended by nine college editors of their 
school newspapers. The big question was, 
“What’s with VISTA in the college student’s 
eyes?” My answer was actuated by the above 
statement, which means that the sincere and 
idealistic volunteers in VISTA are being used 
by a Congress which has little interest in im­
proving the ghetto (only controlling it) and 
much less in improving the lives of minority 
groups. It is for this reason that VISTA has 
little money. It has been given a bean shooter 
to slay the Goliath of poverty, and college 
students see this. It is unfortunate that many 
of the young people in VISTA are so sincere 
and so believing in our government that they 
do not see its insincerity.’
(Con’d, in next column)
Sargent Shriver, among others, spoke with 
us and told of the grim attitude of a con­
gress preoccupied with “crime in the streets” 
and “winning the war in Vietnam,” yet one 
which is little willing to alter conditions to 
prevent so-called “crime inbhe streets.” Most 
of the editors felt that students didn’t be­
lieve the U.S. Government is serious about 
war on poverty and that VISTA will have 
little effect operating on a minimum budget 
to fight maximum - proportion social pro­
blems. Shriver pointed out that VISTA is one 
way to do constructive work with people 
who need everything from learning to talk 
to each other in attacking community pro­
blems to having someone available who really 
cares for them. It seems that for sheer choice 
one would choose VISTA upon graduating 
than Da Nang if one warils to save lives in­
stead of take them. The people in VISTA 
take it seriously. To Congress it is still a joke. 
In its usual cornball way Congress responds 
to a problem the way the leaaing forces of 
the government do—by using military force.
Perhaps the most rewarding thing about 
the conference was the witnessing of white 
students asking questions about VISTA and 
demanding the truth about Congress, and 
seeing the ugly America which is command- 
ered from thick - carpeted rooms and chandel­
ier-spangled cocktail rooms, where Washing­
ton, D.C. is beautiful with its shimmering 
lights, while dirt is hid in the night and angry 
people stir.
I’m Not a Negro;
I’m an Afro-American
Calvin O. Butts, III
Let me ask you a question. Do you know 
any “Negroes”? Now let me answer it for 
you. No, you don’t know any Negroes. Why 
do I say you don’t know any Negroes? I 
say it because there is no such thing as a 
Negro. The word Negro has no meaning. 
Negro was a name created by the white slave- 
master to separate American black men
(Con'd, on page 8)
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Boyce Cureton
The American Negro College
“The Predominantly Negro College - What Next?” was 
the topic of a discussion held at Sale Hall Auditorium on Fri­
day, February 16, 1968. There was a morning and an after­
noon session.
Something is biting, savagely tearing at my mind. 
It is the thought of war, the death of mankind. 
Why cannot one love one’s neighbor, and to
one’s ownself be true?
Why must man fight man and turn God’s land a 
reddish hue?
These are the thoughts resounding in young 
men’s minds.
Yes, these and several different other kinds.
In the midst of apprehensive desire, one asks, 
“What is the need of comprehensive study?"
When it is far, far wiser men who turn the land 
bloody.
Yet society still persists in asking why we rebel. 
The answer is simply that we refuse to die in a
senseless hell.
These are the thoughts resounding in young 
men’s minds.
Yes, these and several different other kinds.
Samuel M. Nabrit, ‘25, Executive Director, Southern Fel­
lowship Fund, moderated the ten o’clock session. Mr. Nabrit 
initiated this segment by presenting the audience with some 
facts and statistics about the Negro college. In 1954, the de­
mise of the Negro college was predicted, but this has not yet 
materialized. There are relatively few Negroes in institutions 
of higher education; this includes only fourteen percent of the 
eligible Negro colleges. Therefore, they take on a large share 
of providing education and leadership to young Negroes.
The first panelist was James M. Godard, Program Director, 
Higher Education Opportunity Project, Southern Regional 
Education Boar(l, Mr. Godard compared the Negro college 
with religious institutions that once had to ask themselves the 
following questions: What is the potential of their significance 
in the “newly forming social order?” What is their degree of 
urgency?. Mr. Godard predicted that within the next ten years 
the public Negro college will become identified with state col­
leges, and the private Negro colleges will have to modify their 
goals and programs in order to conform with the newly emerg­
ing needs of students. He concluded by remarking that these 
institutions of necessity have become “sophisticated in con­
fronting problems of intercultural dynamics.”
Benjamin Wright Martin D. Jenkins, President, Morgan State College, as­
serted that the Negro college cannot be considered as a monolithic group but as individual colleges. However, 
Mr. Jenkins stressed urban awareness on the part of all colleges and suggested they function ror the enrich­
ment of society, as well as serve as a basic research center for the community. Other points maintained by Mr. 
Jenkins were as follows:
1. More attention should be given to the study of Negro life and history.
2. Negro colleges should become integrated because they cannot be organized and substantiated on an 
integrated basis.
3. The self-image and public image of Negro colleges must be changed, because some Negro institutions 
are more highly rated than some white institutions.
4. Colleges which are highly saturated with Negroes should have a highly saturated Negro faculty.
5. Liberal admissions policies should be adopted by Nqgro institutions and they should become peoples’ 
colleges.
According to Benjamin E. Mays, Hon. ‘67, President Emertus,Morehouse College, reports about the Negro 
college have been negative since May 17, 1954. (This was the date when segregation was outlawed in public 
schools.) However, there is nothing wrong with Negro colleges that sufficient financing and creative faculties 
cannot cure.
Why cannot man with all his knowledge help 
man?
Why must man, against another, raise his hand? 
It is said that we’re too young to understand,
but not to fight.
Cannot someone on God’s earth help us in this 
dreadful plight?
These are the thoughts resounding in young 
men’s minds.
Yes, these and several different other kinds.
A Letter to 
the Student Body
The FUTURE FAMILIES OF AMERICA 
is a non-profit organization to help compen­
sate for the opportunities denied many youth . 
constituents of Atlanta because of the lack 
of education. Anyone may join or become a 
member of the FFOA. But services are main­
ly rendered to those between sixteen and 
twenty - one years of age. This includes the 
“street corner gangsj’ high school students, 
and college students of all races. Members of 
the organization will have access to profes­
sional counselors from the staff and faculty 
of Atlanta University and various other high­
ly respected citizens of the Atlanta com­
munity.
The members of the board of trustees of 
this organization are as follows: Malcolm J. 
Dean, Dean of Men, Atlanta University; Dr. 
Lionel Newson, Associate Project Director of 
the Southern Regional Education Board; and 
Dr. Harding B. Young, Dean of the School of 
Business, Atlanta University.
The Executive Committee of the organi­
zation is composed of prominent teenagers 
that are high school seniors and college stu­
dents. They are: Willie Hunter, President; 
Jerome Drake, Pice-President; Stephen J. 
Dean, Director of Public Relations; Arthur 
Langxord, Jr., Treasurer; Edward Gates, As- 
sistant Treasurer; Ronnie Atkins, Secretary; 
and Nathaniel Jackson, Director of Place­
ment.
All interested youth of Atlanta may con­
tact Stephen J. Dean by calling 523-2956, or 
applying in person at 31 Chestnut Street, N. 
W. If there is any way in which we can serve 
you, please do not hesitate to call or come.
Yours very truly,
Jerome Drake, Vice-President
Unfortunately, there seems to be a “mental block” toward anything provided for Negroes. The next steps 
for financing should be taken through several channels: cities, alumni, and other agencies. Despite the fact that 
Negro students are economically advantageous to local communities, they discriminate when it comes to the 
support of the Negro colleges. These communities should assume some responsibility for Negro institutions. 
The Negro college should “turn every stone” in order to induce “fairly affluent” alumni to support their alma 
maters. Once alumni and communities have contributed more money to Negro colleges, these institutions 
could rely on more funds from foundations and corporations. Funds should come from the state and federal 
governments.
Dr. Mays concluded with his belief that Negro colleges must “hasten to get an integrated student body.”
During the two o’clock session. James A. Colston, ‘32, President, Bronx Community College, served as 
moderator. He rehearsed the main points of the morning and introduced the three afternoon speakers.
Joseph H. Fichter, Stillman Professor of Roman Catholic Studies, Divinity School, Harvard University, 
opened the panel. Father Fichter insisted that integration of the Negro college should be de - emphasized; he 
based this premise on an unspecified survey of fifty Southern Negro colleges, from which it was intimated that 
most students were indifferent toward integration. Negro colleges must expand their facilities. College train­
ing must be aligned with future opportunities in business, industry, engineering. There should be open regis­
tration and more financial aid to students. Negro men should be encouraged to get their doctorates because 
proportionately more Negro women finish graduate schools.
Stephen J. Wright, President, United Negro College Fund, remarked that the Negro college has struggled 
for recognition and support but has had difficulties. The education of Negroes is an urgent problem. The 
number of Negroes in college has increased by five percent in the past five years. There is a pressing need for 
Negroes to obtain more than a high school education because this is necessary for newly opening career op­
portunities. On the other hand, neither public nor private white colleges risk culturally disadvantaged Negroes 
except athletes. Therefore, Negro colleges must sustain the ideals that gave them birth and make the “special 
effort” to educate all Negro students.
Although Earl J. McGrath did not appear, he sent a substitute speaker. His replacement suggested remedial 
studies at Negro colleges and foresaw integration in the future. Tnis would result from a combination of low 
tuition costs and close proximity.
What lies in the future for the Negro college? This symposium offered several possibilities. The Negro col­
lege should function for the betterment of the community; it has been a vacuum for eligible Negro students 
and should continue to do so. Liberal admissions policies and financial aid should be encouraged. Facilities 
must be expanded. These institutions must attract a creative faculty which motivates a$ well as teaches. Re­
medial courses preparing students for all vocations should be added to curriculums.
A lack of finances will probably be the greatest threat to the Negro college. This will be especially true if 
the multiversity gains in prominence. The most obvious solution to this problem would be that governments, 
corporations, foundations, and alumni share the monetary responsibilities of the Negro college.
Although “The Predominantly Negro College - What Next?” was promptedby the negative Christopher 
Jencks and Davis Reisman article, “The American Negro College” in the 'Harvard Educational Review (Winter 
1967), each of its panelists affirmed the advantages of the Negro college. Therefore, the sumposium lost much 
of its momentum because of lack of controversy.
Slim nose, narrow lips, straight 
hair and a fair complexion are 
all beauty to me;
I am black with a broad nose and 
nappy hair.
What else can I be but ugly?
Nose, hair, lips-are these the things 
to determine beauty?
With a light complexion, straight 
hair, slim nose and narrow lips, 
Why do you call yourself a Negro? 
I am a Negro because I am black 
with broad lips and nappy hair.
If you have a light complexion 
with straight hair and narrow lips, 
call yourself white.
Jo-Ann Evans, 1 7 years old
beauty
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STUDYING 
A SICK SOCIETY
by Whitney M. Your/g, Jr.
This is a Presidential election year, and 
that means that everybody and his brother 
will come up with platforms and plans for 
1968. I‘ve got one,too, but it’s pretty simple. 
In fact, it takes only one line.
My plan is for no more studies of Negroes 
this year.
Think about it. Studying Negroes threat­
ens to become one of the biggest industries 
in the U.S. God knows how many different 
commissions and study groups are studying 
last year’s riots. Books and articles reporting 
new studies of different aspects of Negro life 
are arriving daily.
Every university has its “Negro expert,” 
usually white. Every foundation is swamped 
with requests for funds to study this Negro 
ghetto or that one. We‘ve had studies of the 
“souls” of black people, the “pathology” of 
the Negro family, and others. You name it, 
and its been studied.
Of course, if you study something, you 
don’t have to do anything about it. Just 
wrap it neatly between fancy-looking covers 
and put it on the shelf. It’s much easier to 
study unemployment than it is to create new 
jobs; much easier to write about bad hous­
ing than it is to build decent homes.
Almost 50 years ago there was a terrible 
race riot in Chicago. A commission was ap­
pointed to study the situation and it came up 
with a load of recommendations of chang­
ing conditions. Do you know that those re­
commendations are almost identical with the 
ones coming out of the current studies?
How many studies does it take for people 
to understand that Negroes are suffering 
from prejudice and economical hardships? 
Are all these Ph.D’s so stupid that they need 
to do all over again what has been done hun­
dreds of times over the past forty years?
Don’t get me wrong. I’m all for good 
scholarship. In fact the Negro - studying busi­
ness has become so big that I’m afraid if we 
just end it quickly, too many people will be 
thrown out of work.
So I’d like to propose a different kind of 
study. I think we should study white folks. 
After all, Negroes didn’t create the ghetto; 
white folks did. The sickness of racial hatred 
is a problem white people have had to live 
with for years, without the benefit of anyone 
studying it.
What kind of person panics because a 
Negro family moves into his neighborhood? 
What sort of sickness is it that makes a man 
fear Negro children going to his child’s 
school? What form of madness is it that 
makes an employer or a union leader try to 
keep Negroes from a decent job?
These people are seriously disturbed, and 
they need help. We ought to have studies call­
ed the “souls of white people” which would 
investigate and analyze these poor souls. We 
ought to have studies on the “anatomy of 
fear” in all-white suburbs, the kind of place 
that lets any gangster buy a home but won’t 
allow a Ralph Bunche to live nearby.
Instead of fancy studies about the patho­
logy of the Negro family, let’s have studies 
about the pathology of a Congress which 
writes welfare laws which help break up 
Negro families. Or we could have studies of 
the pathology of the lawmakers who ap­
propriate millions for riot control equipment 
and then cut budgets for rent supplements, 
poverty programs, and model cities legisla­
tion.
Compared to these people, the Negro com­
munity is a model of health. I believe this 
society is big-hearted and generous enough 
to help everyone who needs help, and it is 
unfair to leave so many white people who 
are mentally disturbed by their racism with­
out aid. So let’s start studying them.
And since unemployment is such a pro­
blem for Negro citizens, let’s hire Negroes 
to do the studies. After all, who knows the 
subject better than Negroes, who have had to 
live with racists for 400 years? White “ex­
perts” have lived off studying Negroes for 
tong enough; it’s time to reverse the process.
OUR SORROW, OUR JOY 
OUR BLACKNESS
Printed with permission of Ulli Steltzer
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My Man
you are not proud of your blackness
you clownish Uncle Tom Thomas Rastus alias
Buckwheat Sophisticated Yessuh
You remember watermelons pigfeet cornbread 
blackeyed peas as well as I do—Nigger
We stole melons from the white man Simon’s land 
together man remember then and 
when we ate soulfood at Benny’s house and 
when you—you used to get up and testify at 
camp Meetin’s
Man, what’s happened to you?
The MAN don’t love you or me but hates you more 
Amos n’ Andy Catfish Walleyes Rastus
you are his Caliban in Shakes]
America’s stage
you are his beast ofdelight who don’t see the light 
of what’s happenin’
his darkey with lamplight teeth to light up the dark 
intent of his soul
You are his meloned-lip Othello drooling after his 
woman
Nigger
Tom, Rastus, Yessuh wake up!
Blackie, don’t you understand that the white hands 
that applaud your grandstands starve your brothers 
in Harlem and Watts and Washington and D.C. and 
Orangeburg S.C. Those hands squeeze life from soul 
sisters’ bodies and those hands twenty years ago cut 
your manhood off to be putin your mouth before 
the gasoline licked blackness into frying pain—the 
MAN’s insane and you laugh and shuffle Tor a few 
dollars and honorary fame _ for those who forget 
your name because ail you niggers look the same 
Thomas Tom Rastus wake up Yassuh
can’t you hear the chains rattle in the slave ship’s gut 
can’t you hear the diarrhea pop from our ancestor’s 
gut




I Jon de Roben
While visiting the Spelman campus, Mac-
Bishop happened to overhear three girls talk­
ing about the conditions at Morehouse Col­
lege:
“I hear things are pretty bad over tl\ere,” 
said the first.
“I’ve heard the same thing,"” contributed a 
second girl.
“They ought to demonstrate,” suggested 
the first. “After all, it’s fashionable.”
“You know, that wouldn’t be a bad idea,” 
added the third. “I saw the same thing on 
Coronet Blue . . . .”
II
At the end of the day MacBishop was pre­
occupied with the conversation he had heard 
earlier and mentioned it to his roommate:
“I can see it now, Bishop. We’d have Presi­
dent Humphrey quivering in his boots.”
“The only problem is that it would take a 
lot of work, and as a senior I don’t have much 
to gain.”
“That’s true. But we don’t have to aim for 
big things. I mean, we still got to eat while 
we’re here. Listen, we can write a letter,
Dear........... ”
III
Three days have passed. Humphrey has 
read the letter and is now contemplating the 
past events and his next move:
“This is certainly a bad time for those kids 
to start acting up. I’ve only been in office a 
few months.’’ (That’s true, but you should 
have been more aware of the maladies those 
kids are complaining about.
“And their silence. They had positively no 
reaction to my speech this afternoon.” (Don’t 
let it get you down. It’s supposed to have a 
psychological effect.)
“Well, this can’t go on much longer. I’m 
willing to meet their demands. They’re not 
asking for too much. In fact, their requests 
are rather mundane.” (As trite as their de­
mands may seem, they do add up; and as for 
meeting them, I’d wait until you’re scheduled.)
“Nevertheless, I have an appointment soon 
with some prospective contributors.”
IV
Without wasting much time Humphrey a- 
greed to meet the demands of the student 
body. They have now gathered to determine 
whether or not to accept his concessions:
“Mr. President, I don’t think the town- 
crier publicized our complaints sufficiently.”
He then turns to the town-crier and exclaims,
“You haven’t cried enough. You’re a lousy, 
lousy town-crier!”
“Would you like to be town-crier?”
“No! But you still did a crummy job.”
As you can imagine, not too much is hap­
pening at the moment, but they’ll soon get 
down to business. However, when the student 
body really gets serious about reforms, per­
haps thev’ll see to Basil and to Lockhart to 
taking due responsibility._________________
ON BEING A NEGRO
During the past few years, I have become fully aware of what being a 
Negro entails. I have seen the prejudice and the many disadvantages it can 
produce. However, I am proud of being a Negro and have resigned myself 
to overcome all the obstacles which subsequently arise.
I am proud of my heritage, and I long to show the world what we as a 
black race can do. I am also motivated by the fact that I always pull for the 
underdog, because he has so much more to gain. It is quite evident that this 
generation plans to make the world aware of its presence, and as a Negro I 
especially plan to do my share.
When I think back upon all the Negroes who have achieved recognition 
for themselves and their race, I feel a debt of gratitude that can only be paid 
through my most earnest efforts to excel. Our noble heritage is one that 
should be preserved and presented with the honor and respect that it de­
serves. I feel that anything I do to further advance and uphold our heritage 
will be well worth the effort.
The world has a pre conceived notion that Negroes are mentally inferior 
and lack the productivity of other races. A quick glance at the records will 
show this to be erroneous. Such men as our own Dr. Hugh M. Gloster and 
Dr. Benjamin E. Mays are proof that Negroes have done much to advance 
society. Some of the world’s most brilliant minds have been those housed 
in black men’s heads. Through my life and work, I want to continue to 
prove that Negroes can produce.
For a long time I have been known to cheer and support the underdog 
in any activity. Now I have the chance to be the underdog and exemplify 
what I have always seen and admired in him. I can prove that he is the hard­
est fighter and that he has the most to gain by winning. By working a little 
harder and waiting a little longer, the underdog can prove that he is equal
to, or better than, his opponent. "maiIi-x/ -r-i,- a . > , ilx»/r—
I want the world to know that I am proud to be a Negro and that there JVjQNtY |5 NOT lUE ANS WfcRz dOY” • I HAVE- 
is no reasonable sacrifice too great to make to show my love, admiration, MILLIONS I ' N\ NO~E pi AOPO"
SPECIALTIES —Benjamin Wright—
The Coca Cola Bottling Company recently presented an Atlanta showing of “a new motion 
picture about the challenging and exciting careers in marketing.” “Special Men In A Special 
Market,” the title of the film, is a short (twenty-two minute), fast-paced,imaginatively photo­
graphed color film which actually succeeds at presenting an adequate behind-the-scenes glimpse 
of sales operations: representatives helping dealers and retailers do a more effective job of selling 
their products through displays and supporting the retailer to create consumer demand.
Coke hopes to show “Special Men In A Special Market” before youth organizations, schools, 
churches, colleges, and civic organizations in an attempt to “introduce youths to one aspect of 
the business world,” help “combat the drop—out problem ” by acquainting students with a ca­
reer that is open to them if they complete their education, show “responsible citizens engaged 
in worthwhile activities,” ’Ilústrate actual business practices to business administration and 
marketing classes.
This, however, does seem questionable. Despite the fact that the order form for “Special 
Men In A Special Market” carefully makes no mention of the word Negro, the principals in the 
film are Negro professional businessmen. The initial Atlanta audience (primarily composed of 
Negroes) had cause for alarm when one of the few whites in the cast incessantly used “Negra” 
in lieu of Negro. It is also mentioned that “although Negroes moved into selling careers by a 
higher percentage than whites between 1960 and 1966, Negroes still make up less than three per­
cent of the total persons employed in sales.” This is salient information but does not excuse the 
subtle attempt of the Coca Cola Company to use “Special Men In A Special Market” as a ve­
hicle to boast and show Negroes what they have done for us.
On the other hand, if “Special Men In A Special Market” is simply “a new career guide film,” 
and Coca Cola is bold enough to show it before both blacks and whites, there is still one major 
problem — its commercial content is not in good taste.
UNCLE THOMAS
can’t you feel the gun butt and the steel in our 
fathers ribs
and the hard white flesh rush to our mothers, 
wombs and the platoons of cotton pickers and the 
bootlickers shinin’ Cap’n Boss’ shoes and the bro­
thers we lose every day
Tom?
This agony we no longer can stand man 
Rastus demand justice from this foul land 
our tenure here was brutal and forceful 
our people in pain
White Power whipping us again and again 
Black Power has always been heresy in a 
brutal whiteman’s land who fears bell 
suffer for his lust and gain off our blood 
The circle turns and the storn is near 
We ain’t got no time for flowers and drippin’ out 
wipe that smile off your face and can that grin 
Mr. MAN has refused to learn and his hate still 
burns
Rastus my brother better come back with me be­
cause
when this insane man demands cooperation with bis 
brutality and hypocrisy and tells me what’s made 
him stomp our people is bad for me
the hammer will fall
our smiles are gone and we will not submit 
Me. Man
is in for something that he will 
regret for just as the fathers of Africa’s shore 
took oppression and wore it to pro - gress 
we plan to shed the whole mess
the MAN is definately up a tree 
so come with me and be Tom no more 
come with me and demand what we need and be a 
man or
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LIKE, WHAT’S NEXT, MAN?
Sketchings by Samuel Ethridge
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BENJAMIN WARD, JR., a 19-year-old 
senior at Morehouse College, has been desig­
nated as “one of the best future college teach­
er prospects on the continent” by the Wood- 
row Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
Mr. Ward, who entered Morehouse from 
the tenth grade as a Merrill Early Admissions 
Scholar, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin 
Ward of Montgomery, Alabama. After spend­
ing last year at the University of Paris (France) 
as a Merrill Travel Scholar, he will graduate 
this year with a double major philosophy 
and French and a double minor English and 
music. An accomplished pianist and organist, 
he is accompanist for the Morehouse College 
Glee Club and has been featured as piano 
soloist in concerts at the College. Mr. Ward 
spent two summers at Yale University in 
the Intensified Summer Program and plans 
to enter the Yale graduate school this fall. 
His appointment gives Morehouse 21 Wood- 
row Wilson Fellows in the 23-year history of 
the Program.
For the past ten years, with funds from 
the Ford Foundation, the Woodrow Wilson 
National Foundation was able to make direct 
grants to students to support their first year 
of graduate study.
“Now our major role is to identify for 
graduate departments those students who in 
our view have the best potential for college 
teaching,” said Sir Hugh Taylor, president 
of the Foundation, in announcing the names 
of the Woodrow Wilson Designates. “This 
year’s Designates are as distinguished and 
carefully selected a group as last year’s Fel­
lows. We hope all of them will receive assist­
ance from the graduate schools or from fed­
eral or other fellowship programs.”
CANBLACKE H„dy Cro!iI>„,71
In the United States of America (which is not really united, but retainsthe copyright title 
nevertheless), one of the states least united is known as Alabama. In Alabama there are several 
dozen tiny districts known as counties. These are essential to the composition of the state al­
though they serve no useful purpose. Each county is served by one fat, tobacco-chewing, shot- 
gun-toting, porch-sitting, nigger-hating magistrate, known as a sheriff.
Canblacke was born in one of these counties in a wood hut near a dust road. After his father 
died (which came not by act of the KKK, but by act of God), Canblacke’s Uncle Thomas moved 
into the position of head of the house. Canblacke soon learned to love his Uncle Tom as he had 
his own father. As Canblacke grew, Uncle Tom taught him the ways of the world; he taught him 
that although he was poor and miserable, he was fortunate that he wasn’t ever poorer and more 
miserable because the white man had given his grandparents their freedom; and had it not been 
for this he might have been a slave this very day. Canblacke may as well be grateful, for no a- 
mount of ungratefulness on his part would conversely change the order of things, but they would 
make him correspondingly more miserable by causing him to wish for things that would never 
come. To this he added that the struggle Canblacke might make would at best alienate the friend­
ly whites, causing Canblacke to be deprived of more privileges and eventually hurting the South­
ern economy if he were successful, and he wouldn’t be successful, because this was the way 
things were meant to be.
Canblacke listened to his uncle and believed hin^because Uncle Tom would never tell a lie.
The Rationale For a Black Co-Operative
In late September, three black girls were accused of smoking marijuana in the dormitory by 
white girls on their corridor. The white girls said that “sweet, pungent odors” were coming from 
the black coeds’ room. The real cause of the odor was burning pressing oil as the black coeds 
straightened their hair.
About midyear at Cornell there is the usual reshuffling of rooms and roommates. This is part­
icularly the case for black women, a large number of whom changed rooms because of friction 
and conflicts with white roommates or corridor-mates. Fate on the evening of January 8, 1968, 
Alicia Onnami Scott, a black coed, was taken from the Balch I dormitory to Sage Hospital. She 
was said to be “emotionally unstable.” Emotional instability as defined in this case is the reject­
ion of one’s white corridor - mates’ values and terms of acceptance and the desire to keep one’s 
integrity and cultural heritage intact.
These are just three of many incidents which made the Afro - American Society realize that 
something had to be done about the living conditions for black women. The Afro - American So­
ciety has requested that the Dean of Students Office set up a co - operative for women.
A black co-op is necessary because of the intolerably hostile atmosphere in the dorms. Black 
girls and white girls came from distinctly different cultural backgrounds which are becoming in­
creasingly distant. The present dormitory system, being white in orientation and administration, 
places the burden of adjustment to communal standards and values, i.e., white middle class, on 
the black coed and in so doing implies that the cultural background of these balck coeds is in­
ferior and not worthy of consideration.
One aspect of the new consciousness of blacks today as represented by “Black Power” is a 
heightened sense of pride in self and race. Any implication of inferiority on blackness, as the 
dorm system does indeed make, is a direct affront to black people.
Moreover, Cornell purports to be a citadel of intellectual egalitarianism where black and white 
interaction can be on an equal basis. But, by forcing black students to adapt to a foreign and of­
ten times hostile environment, Cornell, in reality, encroaches on the natural, if not civil, liberties 
of the black students. Black people should be able to determine for themselves the environment 
in which they are to live and study.
Cornell has a responsibility for the mental and social welfare of all its students, not just the 
white students. It would seem to be encumbent upon Cornell to make provisions for living units 
for its black women since those provided have proven to be unsatisfactory and in no way con­
ducive to the mental and social well-being of black coeds.
A black co -operative in no way means that the black coeds plan to segregate themselves from 
the Cornell community. In fact, they will better be able to make meaningful contributions to 
the community as do black men who do not live in the dorms. Moreover, one must askdf black 
people are here solely to enlighten whites or to develop as individuals and as a community.
In conclusion, the abortive endeavors of groups like the Human Rights Commission to legis­
late humanism into Cornell’s autonomous “white” fraternities and sororities should serve to de­
stroy any illusion that racism at Cornell will end in the near future. Cornell University must re­
flect its ability to distinguish between ideals and reality by helping us obtain a meaningful and 
healthy home life while we struggle for the freedom and equality of black people.
The Afro-American Society of 
Cornell UniversityLet’s Keep Our Women at Home
Well, what kind of men are we? We are definite­
ly not the so-called Homo sapiens we think we are, 
because no truly wise men would let women fight 
their battles. The battles I have reference to are the 
ones concerning civil rights, which we are presently 
involved in. We picket, have sit-ins, demonstrate, 
and—yes—even riot, with the assistance of our faith­
ful women, who, when the opposition comes (us­
ually in the form of policemen), get their share of 
the beatings, kicking, slapping, and other brutal, 
injuman treatment along with the men. To subject 
our women to this kind of treatment is immoral 
and disrespectful.
Sure, the women should help fight this battle 
because it is for the improvement of the race, not
the sexes; but I feel that she should strengthen the home front with her brains 
and skills instead of the “front lines” with her blood. In the battle for civil 
liberties we are not only trying to gain total freedom and unquestionable equ­
ality; an attempt is being made to educate and replenish the race with a strong­
er generation to further the cause—and the women are instrumental in these 
roles. By subjecting women to front-line action, we endanger the existence of 
future generations.
There is a big enough job for them in the “black movement” in secretarial 
and journalistic work, in the manufacture of equipment, in spreading propa­
ganda, and in giving moral and spiritual support.
We as Negro men owe our women much more respect than having them sub­
jected to the humiliation and discomfort of the front lines. Most victorious 
battles were fought by men who received significant support from faithful 
women. This we should make known to our leaders and female-movement ac­
tivists before the disastrous climax suffered by Joan or Arc comes to our 
Negro women today.
WILE YOU WORRY about peace eaeamihl? a bust 
I've GONE BROKE PURIKRSbuR Boom J /z
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(Con’d, fron page 1) THE AMERICAN SCENE
washing to see America for what it is: racist, aggressive, power-hungry, and imperialistic, 
intolerant of disagreement with its Fascist military tactics, willing to murder its'poor 
rather than help them. Not too flattering? Look at VISTA, the “DOMESTIC PEACE 
CORPS”, which gets such a small budget from Congress that it can hardly afford mailing 
stamps, not to mention fight a war on poverty. It is a noble effort on the part of those 
who are sincere but much like fighting a dragon with a tooth pick. The smallness of the 
budget tells the story of what is important to Congress. The lament for VISTA is that, 
no matter how hard it works, it will not have much effect unless it is done on a larger 
scale, and to do so requires more money. Congress knows this. That’s why the budget is 
small. Many young people have little confidence in the racist, selfish madmen running 
this country, and voting gives us little choice. It’s like voting for the Devil or his main 
man, both evil and equally hellish.
The demented and perverted images that Styron inflicts on Nat Turner are but the 
fears and desires of white America of what they would like blacks to be. Blacks are seen 
as rapists drooling after white women, homosexual, vicious, and savage, Christian—in 
short, black caricatures of what defines the white man’s reality. It is ironical that this 
same year embraces The Confessions of Nat Turner, The Report of The National Ad­
visory Commission on Civil Disorder, andEsquire’s“The Second Civil War,” along with 
the jailing and persecution of Leroi Jones and Rap Brown, the invasion of black college 
campuses like Texas Southern University, Alcorn A & M, and the murder massacre at 
Orangeburg, S. C., where innocent and unarmed students were fired upon, point - blank 
by state troopers who were yelling, “We gon’ get us some niggers tonight.” This is the 
year in America when Dick Gregory runs for President, a year when George Wallace gets 
cheers from Ohio to Mississippi, when guns are sold to whites in Georgia for $1.00 each, 
a year when black students are labelled subversive for studying their own history and or­
ganizing their own people and talking with SNCC. This is the year that the American 
President is more shocked by “crime in the streets” (black people) than crimes of the 
drug syndicate—Cosa Nostra— and crimes in Congress and Vietnam. This is the great 
year that Congress sees fit to take our best educated who could do something construct­
ive and make footsoldiers of them, sending them to kill yellow people who ask only to 
solve their own problems,
America is oh the verge of committing national suicide by treating the cry for bread 
with the medicine of riot control, by treating the cry against the Vietnam war with in­
duction, by treating those who expose lies with the label “subversive,” by the delusions 
of white sancity and purity, by the senseless neglect of the poor, by the economic and 
social castration of black men, and by the refusal to see that together all of us stand (but 
only with justice and decent equality) and divided we all fall, consumed in mutual hat­
red, strangled by mutual fear and despair. We must have no illusions. We must call a lie a 
lie, though truth is painful. Truth has now the high price of censorship, jail, or even 
death. It must be said or this country will perish at its own hands. Some of us don’t be­
lieve in suicide and find,life nor self -destruction a virtue. This writer is against the can­
cerous racism of America, against the murder of poor people by government’s neglect, 
against the murder of our fellow students and brothers in the Vietnam War, and unjust 
and unwinnable war which can lead only to WW III if it continues, against the dropping 
out of hippies—white and black, and against the degradation of human life, whether that 
life be incarnated in white, black, or yellow skins.
America has great power to destroy and is using it. Is it'not strange that so much is 
given to create misery and so little to keep the candle of delight and hope alive in a 
bleak world run by unpoetic men who see us as guncarriers? It is not strange that discus­
sion has ceased about violence on television since the escalation of the Vietnam War? Is 
it clear why passive resistance followed Alice and the Cheshire cat for a walk in the black 
forest and is no longer with us? Read the daily paper and ask, “What will my children be 
like?” Or, better yet, “Will I have any?”
"Tell Me, Teach Me About This Little World"
According to Bertolt Brecht, plays should be so 
unrealistic the audience would not forget for a sin­
gle second he is attending a theatrical performance; 
yet his Threepenny Opera is one of the most cap­
tivating works ever presented on the musical stage.
Tom Jones, in his adaptation of Arthur Schnitz- 
ler’s Anatol, successfully follows in the Brecht tra­
dition. The music accompaniments (played by Joyce 
Finch Johnson et al) sound as if they are coming 
from a player piano. Louis Maza’s settings are suit­
able for every mood and consist of cardboard cur­
tains, artificial flowers, trees, snow. David Banks 
portrays the narrator (and Max, Anatol’s best 
friend), tl who tor functions as a cross between 
the titles in a Valentino movie and the card girl who 
announces acts in a vaudeville show. The servants 
and waiters (Gary Odom, Edward Billup) and the 
musicians (Walter Dallas and Robert Garcia) franti­
cally set tables, pose as street vendors, and play an 
intricate role in moving the scenery.
Anatol is the story of a Viennese lover (circa 
1890). Cora (Karen Hughes) is the first woman to 
appear in the play. Cora is a nineteen.-year-old 
femme fatale, and Anatol hypnotizes her in an at­
tempt to discover if she has been true to him; but 
his vanity prohibits him from pursuing this scheme.
Annie (Adrienne Lanier) is a boisterous ballet dan­
cer with a “sentimental tummy;” she leaves Anatol 
despite the fact that he can provide her with every­
thing she wants in the world: oysters, champagne, 
oysters, beer, and oysters. Although Miss Lanier did 
not seem to be graced with a beautiful voice, it was 
as it should be; and her zany performance was a 
show stopper.
After two comic vignettes, the tempo changes to 
that of a melodrama. Ina winter scene, Anatol and 
Gabrielle ( AnnGartell) desperately try at not lov­
ing one another, but they eventually find it neces-
Gabrielle in Anatol 
sary to depart. The next scene takes place in Max’s 
study. Anatol and Max look over memoirs of Ana- 
tol’s past love affairs; Anatol recalls how madly 
Biaca loved him, but Bianca (Betty Coleman is 
charming in this role) fails to remember him when 
again they meet. On Anatol’s wedding day, Ilona al­
most prevents him from getting married — the idea 
of his making love to her before marrying someone 
else is not her cup of tea. Lara Buggs played this 
role of a prima donna, as well as sang, with perfect­
ion.
The part of Anatol is the most strenuous in the 
play, but seems to be tailor made for Hannibal 
Penny. He never faltered and delivered an excellent 
performance.
Although Anatol lacks substance, it has charm 
and the finest presentation of the Morehouse—Spel­
man Players this season. The cast, songs, and libretto, 
costumes (Luis Maza),and lighting (Charles Walker) 
were commendable. Ronald Allison was the musi­
cal director—and Robert D. Donnelly expertly co­
ordinated this fanciful shebang. (The play was per­
formed at the Fine Arts Building, Spelman College, 
during the week of March 6). (Con’d, from page 1)
Dr. Beatty is well qualified to help stu­
dents with their problems because he has held 
numerous positions as counselor, college 
dean, and for one year served as acting col­
lege president. Despite his many honors in 
scholastic achievement, he speaks humanely, 
truthfully, and frankly to all who hold con­
ferences with him. I would encourage all to 
make use of his talents for not only voca­
tional guidance but with hopes that his know­
ledge and experience will help us solve 
our personal problems.
(Con’d, from page 2)
from the rest of the black race throughout 
the world.
The etymology of the word Negro has no 
related background to the Latin or Spanish 
meaning. Negro - Spanish, Le noir-French, 
Ethiop -Greek, Nigri-Latin, or Negro -port- 
ugese would be correct in describing a so-call­
ed Negro, because they all mean black. They 
are all descriptive adjectives associated witn 
the original race of Africa. Negro is a word of 
no descriptive or relative meaning.
The word Negro is suggestive of a head- 
scratching, grinning, inferior black man who 
lives in America. The American black man, 
the so-called Negro, is the only person in 
America who is called by a name other than 
one of description or origin. You don’t call 
the American white man a “funny” name be­
cause he is a white man in America; you call 
him a white man or an American. This is al­
so true with all other racial and ethnic groups 
in America.
To understand this even better, we must 
look at the other groups. A person who has 
arrived in the United States from another 
part of the world is named by the part of the 
world from which he or she comes — hence 
the names Irishman, Puerto Rican, Cuban, 
German, and African. An offspring of this 
person may have his name linked with the 
word American to show he was born in this 
country or is a citizen of this country. So we 
have the names Irish -American, Chinese - 
American, Polish- American, and so on. If 
his ancestry has a deep enough root in Ameri­
ca, he may be known as an American.
A prime example of this is one of our 
famed beer commercials, with its references 
to the Chinese - American population, Ger­
man - American population, Hungarian - 
American population, and so on.
An African, if not recognized as a true 
African, is seen as a black American or ac­
cording to the American way of thinking, a 
Negro. We can now reason that the name 
Negro was given'to the black man brought to.
This name Negro was used to separate the 
American black man from his original an­
cestors. By doing this, the white man had 
been able to keep the American black man in­
ferior. But now that the black American is 
no longer inferior and is on the road to equal­
ity, he is going to have to realize his heritage. 
In doing this, ne must see that he is an Ameri­
can or African descent and therefore an 
Afro-American.
The white man in America is not called 
by one specific name. He is called by either 
his origin: Irish -American; his color: white; 
or his nationality: American. I feel the black 
man should be called the same. By his color: 
black; his origin: African or Afro -American; 
or his nationality: American.
The white man uses his color to urfite him 
with the rest of the white men throughout 
the world. I feel that the black man should 
do the same.
PEAS PORRIDGE WARMbhw
According to Marshall McLuhan (author, 
UNDERSTANDING MEDIA), a lecture 
would be considered cool. It consists of two 
separate bodies: a speaker and a mass of 
people. There is very little interplay between 
the two. On the other hand, a symposium or 
discussion group would be considered hot. 
Cool refers to the bygone days of the Best 
Generation; it suggests detached objectivity 
and disinterestness, e.g., a “cool attitude.*’ 
“Hot,” days McLuhan, “indicates a kind of 
commitment and participation in situations 
that involve all of one’s faculties.”
During a recent Tuesday morning history 
lecture Professor Klenbort attempted some­
thing which had not been previously done 
this academic year. The student body was al­
lowed a more active role in the proceedings: 
“What is a Nation-State?” asked Mr. Klen­
bort. Various responses were given by mem­
bers of the audience; these responses were 
later clarified by him.
History lectures have been tedious and of­
ten difficult to follow. Last-minute question 
and, answer periods are futile remedies. Giv­
ing students more opportunities to express 
themselves at these sessions might spark more 
interest in them. Professor Klenbort seems to 
have stuck his finger in the pot and proved 
warm peas porridge is not bad after alh
